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“Every great dream begins with a dreamer.
Always remember, you have within you the strength, the patience,
and the passion to reach for the stars to change the world.”

Welcome to Issue 3 of Healthy Minds, Healthy Bods’ Monthly Health Packs.
From April 2020 to March 2021, HMHB was providing weekly health packs, all 50 of which can be found in
PDF form on our website, with content details: www.hmhb2016.org.uk. This is our next venture.
HMHB is a mental health project that is looking to shake up intervention through our own pioneering, unique,
fresh approach. Mentor led by people who have experienced some very tough times, come through recovery,
and now want to help others who may themselves be struggling, HMHB looks to prevent people from
experiencing depression, stress and anxiety, and show that a healthy lifestyle is the way forward,
as well as guide people who may be currently having a tough time.
Life should be fun, with us focusing on responsibility, change, choice, and being proactive
"absolutely life changing course. Clear, unpatronising,
friendly, inventive, funny, informative, and crucial
approach to self-care, nutrition, and exercise.
Lawrence is a gem, and both he and Oliver were born to be
communicators, both are highly skilled at imparting
information with great humility, humour, and both possess
a wealth of knowledge and great soul.
They seem to understand how to incorporate these vital life
survival skills whilst inside the prison of depression and
debilitating anxiety, without ever being anything less than
empathetic and caring. Wonderful people.
I am so glad I got myself to attend this course."

Feedback from our recent Ajani Mind-set course in Haringey
We thank our local MP, Jeremy Corbyn, and Councillors, Osh Gantly, Sue Lukes and Caroline
Russell for being so supportive about Healthy Minds, Healthy Bods.
Also, thanks also to our partners Highbury Grange Medical Practice and Better Gyms.

WE WANT TO BE ABLE TO SEND PRINTED COPIES
Sadly, we will not be able to mail out copies at this time due to lack of funding.
We thank Islington Council for their magnificent help in continuing to get printed copies to
us, especially to Mehreen and to Michelle. Your assistance has meant a lot to many people.

Currently, we do our various work as volunteers.
HMHB needs seed funding for salaries and overheads.
We are talking to the DWP at this time, so hopefully
more news to follow soon.
If you can, share on social media our fundraiser
www.gofundme/hmhb2016
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NEWS PAGE
Covid: The basics

COVID-19 is a dangerous disease caused by a virus discovered in December 2019 in Wuhan, China. It is very
contagious and has quickly spread around the world.
COVID-19 most often causes respiratory symptoms that can feel much like a cold, a flu, or pneumonia, but
COVID-19 can also harm other parts of the body.
Most people who catch COVID-19 have either no symptoms or mild symptoms, but some people become
severely ill. Older adults and people who have certain underlying medical conditions are at increased risk of
severe illness from COVID-19.

Hundreds of thousands of people have died from COVID-19. Vaccines against COVID-19 are safe and
effective, though everything can be a risk, including operations and tablets.
On February 11, 2020, the World Health Organization
announced an official name for the disease: “coronavirus
disease 2019”, abbreviated to COVID-19: ‘CO’ stands for
‘corona,’ ‘VI’ for ‘virus,’ and ‘D’ for disease. The virus that
causes COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, is a coronavirus. The word
corona means crown and refers to the appearance that
coronaviruses get from the spike proteins sticking out of them.
Coronaviruses are a large family of viruses that can infect
people and many animals, including camels, cattle, cats, and
bats. There are many types of coronaviruses, including some
that give people a common head or chest cold. Other coronavirus diseases, like severe acute respiratory
syndrome (SARS) and Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS), are dangerous but are much less widespread
than colds and COVID-19.
Viruses constantly change through mutation, and new variants of a virus are always expected to occur.
Sometimes new variants emerge and disappear. Other times, new variants persist. Multiple variants of the
virus that causes COVID-19 have been documented globally during this pandemic.
Viruses constantly change and become more diverse. Scientists monitor these changes, including changes to
the spikes on the surface of the virus. By carefully studying viruses, scientists can learn how changes to the
virus might affect how it spreads and how sick people will get from it.
If you think about a virus like a tree growing and branching out; each branch on the tree is slightly different
than the others. By comparing the branches, scientists can label them according to the differences. These small
differences, or variants, have been studied and identified since the beginning of the pandemic.
The virus is airborne, and we must still remain cautious. Hopefully the fantastic vaccine roll out can bring
some kind of normality back to our lives. But if you are told to distance, wear a mask, get vaccinated, avoid
crowded areas, and wash your hands a lot, continue to do so. Even if you, personally, do not think it is doing
any good, you are protecting those around you. Is that not worth it? Let’s hope July brings more freedom!!
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NEWS PAGE:
Dealing with the stress caused by Covid

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a major effect on our lives. Many of us are facing challenges that can be
stressful, overwhelming, and cause strong emotions in adults and children. Public health actions, such as social
distancing, are necessary to reduce the spread of COVID-19, but they can make us feel isolated and lonely and
can increase stress and anxiety. Learning to cope with stress in a healthy way will make you, the people you
care about, and those around you, become more resilient.
Stress can cause the following:
•
Feelings of fear, anger, sadness, worry, numbness, or
frustration.
•
Changes in appetite, energy, desires, and interests.
•
Difficulty concentrating and making decisions.
•
Difficulty sleeping or nightmares.
•
Physical reactions, such as headaches, body pains, stomach
problems, and skin rashes.
•
Worsening of chronic health problems.
•
Worsening of mental health conditions.
•
Increased use of tobacco, alcohol, prescription and illegal drugs, comfort food, and other substances.
It is natural to feel stress, anxiety, grief, and worry during the COVID-19 pandemic.
So what can you do to try and help yourself?















Take breaks from watching, reading, or listening to news stories, including those on social media. It’s
good to be informed, but hearing about the pandemic constantly can be upsetting. Consider limiting
news to just a couple times a day and disconnecting from phone, television, and computer screens for a
while. Also, not all news is bad. There is plenty of good about. If you need advice, seek it from qualified
medical professionals.
Take care of your body. It’s the only one you will ever have, so makes sense.
Take deep breaths, stretch, or meditate.
Try to eat healthy, well-balanced meals - it’s amazing just how much good nutrition can affect your
mental health and energy levels.
Exercise regularly - the physical benefits are huge on your overall health and happiness.
Get plenty of sleep - I know myself just how tough this is as I have been struggling. Good luck.
Avoid excessive alcohol, tobacco, drugs, and overeating.
Continue with routine preventive measures (such as vaccinations, cancer screenings, etc.) as
recommended by your healthcare provider.
Get vaccinated with a COVID-19 vaccine when available.
Make time to unwind. Try to do some other activities you enjoy.
Connect with others. Talk to people you trust about your concerns and how you are feeling.
Connect with your community organisations. If you can do this face to face, the more the better. But
there is online, telephone, email contact too.
Set yourself some targets and goals. It is incredible just how having something to aim for can affect your
mind-set and thinking. Be realistic, but also ambitious. Whatever, go for them 100%. You owe it to
yourself. Find that motivation to succeed!!
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NEWS PAGE:
There can be a stigma attached to Covid.

Stigma is discrimination against an identifiable group of people, a place, or a nation. Stigma is associated with a
lack of knowledge about how COVID-19 spreads, a need to blame someone, fears about disease and death, and
gossip that spreads rumours and myths.
No single person or group of people are more likely than others to spread COVID
-19. Public health emergencies, such as this pandemic, are stressful times for
people and communities. Fear and anxiety about a disease can lead to social
stigma, which is negative attitudes and beliefs toward people, places, or things.
Stigma can lead to labelling, stereotyping, discrimination, and other negative
behaviours toward others.
For example, stigma and discrimination can occur when people link a disease,
such as COVID-19, with a population, community, or nationality. Stigma can
also happen after a person has recovered from COVID-19 or been released from
home isolation or quarantine.
Some groups of people who may experience stigma during the COVID-19
pandemic include:
•
Certain racial and ethnic minority groups, including people from Asian and Black communities:
•
People who tested positive for COVID-19, have recovered from being sick with COVID-19, or were
released from COVID-19 quarantine:
•
Emergency responders or healthcare providers:
•
Other frontline workers, such as supermarket workers, delivery drivers, or farm and food processing
plant workers;
•
People who have disabilities or developmental or behavioural disorders, who may have difficulty
following recommendations;
•
People who have underlying health conditions that cause a cough;
•
People living in congregate (group) settings, such as people experiencing homelessness.
Stigma hurts everyone by creating more fear or anger toward ordinary people instead of focusing on the disease
that is causing the problem. Stigma can also make people more likely to hide symptoms or illness, keep them
from seeking health care immediately, and prevent individuals from adopting healthy behaviours. This means
that stigma can make it more difficult to control the spread of an outbreak.
Groups who experience stigma may also experience discrimination. This discrimination can take the form of:
•
Other people avoiding or rejecting them;
•
Getting denied healthcare, education, housing, or employment;
•
Verbal abuse or physical violence.

Stigma can negatively affect the emotional, mental, and physical health of stigmatised groups and the
communities they live in. Stigmatised individuals may experience isolation, depression, anxiety, or public
embarrassment. Stopping stigma is important to making all communities and community members safer and
healthier. Everyone can help stop stigma related to COVID-19 by knowing the facts and sharing them with
others in their communities. We are in this together, so let’s stay united.
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Lazza’s Fiendishly Hard Quiz Spectacular!!!
It’s meant to take some time, and make you think.
Answers are on page 35 this week (no peeking)

Geography
Easy one this week!!!!
There are seven continents and five oceans on our
planet.
Can you name all 12?
Film
Who played the following characters, and name
the first film they were in.
1. Captain Jack Sparrow
2. Norman Bates
3. Dorothy Gale
4. Jake Sully
5. Jack Dawson
6. Betty Rizzo
7. John McClane
8. Ethan Hunt
9. Maria Von Trapp
10. Mufasa
11. Princess Leia
12. Ellen Ripley
Television
Who played the following UK character, and
name the first show they were in.
1. Rodney Trotter
2. Lance Corporal Jones
3. Captain Peacock
4. Denise Best
5. Phil Mitchell
6. Tim Canterbury
7. Amy Pond
8. Alice Tinker / Horton
9. Patsy Stone
10. Baldrick
11. Jim Hacker
12. Margo Leadbetter
13. Norman Stanley Fletcher

Music: These are the best selling UK singles of all time, as
June 2018. Name the singer/band, plus the year released. :-)
1. Something About the Way You Look Tonight
2. Do They Know It’s Christmas
3. Bohemian Rhapsody
4. Mull Of Kintyre
5. You’re The One That I Want
6. Relax
7. Rivers Of Babylon
8. Happy
9. She Loves You
10. Love Is All Around
11. Mary’s Boy Child
12. Last Christmas
13. I Just Called To Say I love You
14. Unchained Melody
15. (Everything I Do) I Do It For You
16. Barbie Girl
17. Believe
Sport
Can you name the 20 teams
that will be playing in the
English Football Premier
League this coming season.
2021-2022.
How about in
alphabetical order?

Try and answer all before you look at the answers. Test yourself. Take your time.
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MIND-SET:
Being able to adapt is important for life

Healthy Minds, Healthy Bods (HMHB), promotes a Growth Mind-set mentality. It means you see
things as a challenge, don’t allow issues and situations to overwhelm, and are proactive in finding
solutions to life problems. It something we can all do, but it takes effort.

HMHB is a mentor led organisation. We are not trained or qualified psychiatrists, psychologists, or
health workers. However, we have experienced tough times, overcome depression or addiction, and just
want to help people deal with whatever life throws at us. If you feel you need any help with your
physical or mental health, please speak to your local medical practice professionals.
Developing and strengthening adaptability skills enable us to rise above challenges, stay relevant throughout
our working lives, develop strong personal relationships and lives, and be able to innovate and apply creative
solutions that may otherwise hold us back..
If you think about it, you only have to look around you to see how
change and adaptability is crucial.

Nature is a prime example. Different seasons provide situations
where animals have to change their behaviour, and plants and trees
have to deal with different elements. We wear different clothing
depending on temperature and climate.
And then look at how technology is coming along. We had telegraphs, then telephones, then mobiles, then
phones with videos and games and apps. We are constantly looking to improve our homes and cars. Travel
has come a long way since the year 1900. That is only 120 years ago. It’s not that long in reality.
So it is also vital we learn to bring adapting skills into our personal lives, our private lives, our social lives, and
for our overall health. And of course, to do that we have to have the right mind-set too. The urge to improve
and challenge comes out of a desire to reach targets and goals: to be better, to be fitter, to be stronger.
I know, personally, how change can be a daunting prospect. Having to make changes to your daily routine,
especially if you feel comfortable, isn’t easy. And there is, of course, no need to make massive changes,
drastic changes. If your daily routine is good and healthy and you are progressing, then that is great. But it is
always useful to see where you can make improvements - be that physical with exercise and movement, with
your diet, with your interaction with others.
For various reasons, there have been a few times in my life where it has felt I have started life again. New area
to live, a new job, and new friends to make. Why is not important as life flings things at us, and it can be a
different situation for us all. It is not easy to come to terms with matters that affect us in a bad way. For me,
I needed to prioritise my health, my career (as that brings in finance), and my social life. I am quite happy
living on my own but, like all of us, and I think it is a human trait, we also crave the acceptance of others. I
am glad to say I am in quite a happy place at the moment (which would be even happier if I could get salary
funding). HMHB keeps me sane, and focused. But I am constantly reviewing my priorities all the same.
Let’s have a look at a few ways you can bring change into your life, without causing too much disturbance.
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MIND-SET:
You need to be able to prioritise

Review your priorities
Do you struggle to get things done because everything feels important? There’s not enough time in the day to
do it all, right? If you silently said yes in your head, you probably don’t have a clear idea of what your priorities
are.
Without clear priorities, it’s difficult to manage your time and
make progress on your goals. You might even be
overwhelming yourself by trying to take on too many
responsibilities. And that goes for people of all ages, be that
those at school or college, to people in the workplace, to
anyone who is retired.
Our priorities are the areas of our lives that are meaningful and
important to us. They’re usually activities, practices, or
relationships that we want to put genuine effort and time into.
Priorities imply that a hierarchy can be followed for different areas of your life and/or work. Rather than
feeling like everything is important, priorities help you to choose what you need to focus on first.
Priorities are different to goals. Your goal may be to lose weight. Your priority is to ensure you get enough
exercise, review your diet, stay persistent as you work towards the target, and not allow outside distractions to
interfere with your work.

Ultimately, priorities help you set and stick to boundaries. As you’ve probably experienced, trying to do
everything on your to-do list can spread you thin and lead to burnout. I used to have a hard time saying no, but
being crystal clear on my priorities has helped to make that easier.
Here are a few examples of topics you might want to think about prioritising. Work; Family; Health; Home;
Relationships; Friendships; Hobbies; Recreation/Fun; Self-Care; Personal Growth; Sports; Money;
Volunteering.
What if you’re not sure what your priorities are? First things first, you need a clear idea of a vision for your life.
Visualising what you want your future to look like will help you to figure out what you need to prioritise in
order to achieve your goals.

A great idea is to write out a small list. Work out what your most
important targets are, and then by their side work out what you need to
do for them to happen. That will then give you impetus and direction.
You will know which are the most important - they are what you need
to prioritise. You can also work out the things that are not so essential,
and you can possibly put them to one side for now.
“The reason most goals are not achieved
is that we spend our time doing second things first”.
Robert J. McKain
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MIND-SET:
Strengthen your Adaptability skills
Find ways to continue “learning”
Learning is essential to our existence. Just like food nourishes
our bodies, information and continued learning nourishes our
minds. Lifelong learning is an indispensable tool for every
career and organisation. Today, continuous learning forms a
necessary part in acquiring critical thinking skills and
discovering new ways of relating to people from different
cultures. To live a life without continuous learning is
unthinkable.
“The only thing that is constant is change,” Heraclitus (a Greek
Philosopher) famously said; change in your career, change in your personal life, change in your community and
organisations. One of the most effective ways of dealing with change is lifelong learning.
“Continuous learning is your self-motivated persistence in acquiring knowledge and competencies in order to
expand your skillset and develop future opportunities. It forms part of your personal and professional
development in an effort to avoid stagnation and reach your full potential.” - that’s a good quote.

Be willing to learn from your mistakes
We have talked about this before in our weekly health packs, but it is
worth repeating, as this is so important for your future development, and
your target success rate.
On the surface, some mistakes might seem like the end of the world.
However, below the surface they present you with the perfect
opportunity to learn, to grow, and to improve yourself.
Think back to all the mistakes you made in life and consider how they
have strengthened your character and ability. Consider the plethora of
skills that your mistakes have taught you, and also how they have shaped
your knowledge, personality, your social development, and your life
experience.
Mistakes are valuable. However, for them to be of value, you must first see them as a beneficial and critical
part of your life that you cannot avoid and must instead embrace with an open heart and open mind. Who
knows, your biggest mistakes could end up turning into your most glorious victories, as long as you are open to
learning and growing from the experience.
Dwelling upon mistakes will diminish your self-confidence and your creative self-expression. It will affect your
performance and productivity, and make you feel absolutely miserable. Moreover, when you dwell on
mistakes this can trigger the habits of procrastination and perfectionism, as well as a pile of emotions such as
anger, stress, worry, fear, and frustration. This is certainly no way to live. And considering that mistakes are
actually a positive and transformative force in your life, you can see how many people have it all wrong.
“The only real mistake is the one from which we learn nothing”
Henry Ford.
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MIND-SET:
Have positive people around you, it’s infectious.
Have a good network around you
We mentioned this before, but again it is worth repeating.
One of the greatest challenges to maintaining positivity is that we live in a world focused on negativity. The
news, social media, the office gossip, and pretty much everywhere else is filled with terrible events and
complaining people. You just have to see some of the posts on Twitter and Facebook to see the hate people
have for others. Even the news is virtually all stories about disasters and death.
The truth is you can’t have a life of positivity while
spending a lot of time with people who drag you down.
The good news is that there is a simple solution! Surround
yourself with positive people. We like to think at HMHB
that our own positivity rubs off on others.
I love spending time with my positive friends! I get
energised, focused, and just a lot happier. My attitude
becomes one of confidence and peace, and I am more likely
to do more tasks, be that with the project or in my personal
life.
Time with negative people will affect your attitude negatively, but time with positive people will allow you to
move through circumstances with a smile on your face.
Most of us go through life letting circumstances dictate our happiness. We live on autopilot, and our
autopilot is usually negative. However, frequent exposure to positivity will move your default state toward
the side of happiness. If you make a conscious change to keep positive people nearby as much as possible then
you will be consistently happier.
When you spend time with positive people, you become more positive. The result is people will want to
spend more time with you. This becomes a snowball in your success. When people see how excited and
enthusiastic you are about your business or work, or even your life, they will want to be a part of your vision.
Your positivity will attract success like a magnet!
Finally, studies have shown that positive people live seven or more years longer than negative people!
Honestly.
So, what is the bottom line. Change is important. Challenging yourself to adapt to situations, and not allow
them to overwhelm you, is vital. We all have things in our lives we’d like to improve: finances, job, partner,
house, etc. All of us know that nothing will improve by itself. We need to do things differently to make that
happen. Without change, there’d be no improvements.
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EXERCISE/FITNESS:
Stretches: Page 1: Sit down stretching
In simple terms, “stretching” is when we deliberately flex or stretch a specific muscle in order to improve the
muscle’s elasticity. The result is a feeling of increased muscle control, flexibility, and range of motion.
It is also used to improve function in daily activities by increasing range of motion.
When we stretch it helps work out any stiffness or tightness in our muscles and joints caused by spending an
extended amount of time in a single position. In the long term, this helps maintain a wide range of mobility
and flexibility. Stretching keeps the muscles flexible, strong, and healthy, and we need that flexibility to
maintain a range of motion in the joints. Without it, the muscles shorten and become tight.
Then, when you call on the muscles for activity, they are weak and unable to extend all the way.
That puts you at risk of joint pain, strains, and muscle damage.
Let’s just do a few stretches to warm yourself up. Daily stretching is really good for you, as detailed above.
It is not just about warming up before an exercise session, or warming down after completing one.
Stretches are something we all need to do every day to stay supple, flexible, and healthy.
Check out our May and June packs for other stretches.

Seated Spinal Rotation
While seated, cross your arms over your chest.
Grab your shoulders.
Rotate your upper body from the waist, turning
gently from left to right as far as feels comfortable.
You should feel a tension on both side of your lower
back as it stretches out.
The internal oblique abdominals and the external
oblique abdominals, which don't directly attach to the
spine are the muscles primarily responsible for
powering spinal rotation in the lower back

Neck Rotations
Keep your head upright.
Gently turn your head from side to side (always use
slow movements)
As you turn your head, try to move it past your
shoulder.
You should feel the muscles on the outside of your
neck gradually stretching.
You can also move your chin up to the sky, and then
down to your chest.
Or bring your ear to your shoulder. All are good
stretches for your neck muscles (just do them gently).
Thanks to the Bupa.Co.Uk Website for the fantastic graphics
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EXERCISE/FITNESS:
Stretches: Page 2: Sit down stretching

Sitting Back Extensions
Sit straight with your feet together.
Put the palms of your hands into the small of your back.
Lean back over your hands, feeling your lower back
stretch out.
The back extension exercise targets the erector spinae,
which are the three muscles “Iliocostalis Lumborum”,
“Longissimus Thoracis”, and the “Spinalis”. This bundle
of muscles lies in a groove along the vertebral column.
These muscles extend your lumbar spine.

Shoulder Extension
Sit down in a backless chair or stool, or on the
ground, and stretch your arms out behind you.
Clasp your hands together and gently lift your arms.
You should feel your shoulders and chest stretching.
Another version
Hold both arms above your head.
Link your hands with your palms facing upwards.
Reach as high as possible.
You should feel your shoulders stretching.

Shoulder Shrugs
Yep, this is one of the really easy ones.
Gently lift your shoulders.
Let them slowly fall.
You should feel tension being released as your
shoulders drop.
The main muscles that shoulder shrugs target are the
“Trapezius” muscles. They are located on either side
of your neck. They control the movement of your
shoulder blades as well as your upper back and neck.
Thanks to the Bupa.Co.Uk Website for the fantastic graphics
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NUTRITION: Lazza’s Kitchen
Chicken Supreme
From April 2020 to March 2021, Lazza produced a recipe each week that he had never
made from scratch before. Here he picks one of his favourite savoury dishes.
“Breast of chicken when it is removed raw from one side of the bird in a skinless, boneless
piece is called a “supreme”. Each chicken possesses two of them. If the upper part of the
wing is left on, the supreme becomes a “cotelette”. The breast of a cooked chicken is not a
supreme, but a blanc de poulet, or white meat of chicken.”
1 large knob of butter + olive oil
Chicken Breasts: be generous
Bacon Lardons (or roughly chopped bacon)
2 small onions
2/3 garlic cloves
100 ml White Wine
300 ml Double Cream
Black pepper and salt to taste
In a pan, first melt the butter with the olive oil (the recipe said lidded frying pan but I just used my large one)
Add the chicken when ready and brown on all sides.
Remove from pan.
In to the pan add the chopped onions and garlic and the bacon lardons.
Cook till onions are soft - around 10 minutes
Pour in the wine and let it bubble for a minute or so.
Add the double cream and stir it all together nicely (smells divine).
Return the chicken and cook for another 15/20 minutes (turn chicken too)
Sauce should reduce a bit in consistency.
Once all is cooked through, it is ready to serve.
I did mine with a green salad, but you can do wholegrain rice or pasta, or even
just some green vegetables. :-)
I made this in the weekly health pack 40.
If I had to pick one savoury dish over all the
ones I cooked, then this would be my absolute
favourite, as it tasted amazing.
Really easy to cook, and a real treat.
Why not give this one a go? You will not be
disappointed. Look what you can do!!!

During the pandemic and lockdowns, Lazza decided to try a new hobby - cooking.
Why not try out some new recipes and foods yourself?
This was a great and very tasty meal to prepare.
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NUTRITION:
Micronutrients
There is a difference between our “diets” and our “nutrition”. Our diet is what we consume on
a daily basis (solids and liquids). Our nutrition is the nutrient content that is essential to
keeping our bodies healthy, and us alive.
The term micronutrients is used, in general, to describe “Vitamins” and “Minerals”.
Your body needs smaller amounts of micronutrients relative to macronutrients (protein, carbohydrates, fats).
That’s why they’re labelled as “micro.”
Humans must obtain micronutrients from food since
your body, for the most part, cannot produce vitamins
and minerals. That’s why they’re also referred to as
essential nutrients. You have to have them for your
body to work properly, function correctly, and your
metabolism to be healthy.
Vitamins are organic compounds made by plants and
animals which can be broken down by heat, acid, or
air. There are 13 vitamins that are essential for life
that you must get through your diet (we will look at that more later). On the other hand, minerals are
inorganic, exist in soil or water, and cannot be broken down.
When you eat, you consume the vitamins that plants and animals created or the minerals they absorbed. The
micronutrient content of each food is different, so it’s best to eat a variety of foods to get enough vitamins and
minerals. An adequate intake of all micronutrients is necessary for optimal health, as each vitamin and mineral
have specific roles in your body.
Vitamins and minerals are vital for growth, immune function, brain development and many other important
functions. Depending on their function, certain micronutrients also play a role in preventing and fighting
disease. It should be noted that the body is 96% Hydrogen, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Carbon. As such, they are not
normally considered as “minerals”. The macro and micro minerals make up the other 4%.
There are other nutrients we need in small amounts, but we will concentrate on the main four categories:
Water Soluble Vitamins:
B1, B2, B3, B5, B6, B7, B9, B12, and C
Fat (lipid) Soluble Vitamins: A, D, E, K
Macro minerals:
Calcium, Phosphorous, Potassium, Sodium, Chlorine, Sulfur, Magnesium.
Micro (trace) minerals
Iron, Zinc, Manganese, Copper, Iodine, Chromium, Molybdenum,
Selenium, Cobalt.
Nutrient minerals, being elements, cannot be synthesized biochemically by living organisms. Plants get
minerals from soil. Most of the minerals in a human diet come from eating plants and animals, or from
drinking water.
Most chemical elements that are ingested by organisms are in the form of simple compounds. Plants absorb
dissolved elements in soils, which are subsequently ingested by the herbivores and omnivores that eat them,
and the elements move up the food chain.
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NUTRITION:
Water Soluble Vitamins: B1
Water-soluble vitamins are those that are dissolved in water and readily absorbed into tissues
for immediate use. Because they are not stored in the body, they need to be replenished
regularly in our diet. Any excess of water-soluble vitamins is quickly excreted in urine and
will rarely accumulate to toxic levels.

Vitamin B1 - Thiamine
Thiamine was the first B vitamin to be discovered.
Many forms of thiamine exist, including:
•
Thiamine pyrophosphate: Also known as thiamine
diphosphate, thiamine pyrophosphate is the most abundant form
of thiamine in your body. It is also the main form found in
whole foods.
•
Thiamine triphosphate: This form is found in animalsourced foods, but is less abundant than thiamine pyrophosphate.
It is believed to represent less than 10% of the total thiamine
found in animal tissues.
•
Thiamine mononitrate: A synthetic form of thiamine often
added to animal feed or processed food.
•
Thiamine hydrochloride: The standard, synthetic form of
thiamine used in supplements.
Like all the B vitamins, Thiamine serves as a coenzyme in the body. Coenzymes are small compounds that help
enzymes trigger chemical reactions that otherwise wouldn’t happen on their own. Another demonstration of
just how magical and miraculous our bodies are.
Thiamine is involved in many essential chemical reactions. For instance, it helps convert nutrients into energy
and supports sugar formation.
The richest dietary sources of thiamine include nuts, seeds, whole grains, liver, and pork. In contrast, fruits,
vegetables, and dairy products generally do not provide much thiamine.
High-dose thiamine supplements do not seem to have any adverse effects and the tolerable upper intake level
hasn’t been established. However, supplements do not appear to have any benefits for those who get adequate
amounts from their diets.
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NUTRITION:
Water Soluble Vitamins: B2
Vitamin B2 - Riboflavin
The name "riboflavin" comes from "ribose" (the sugar whose reduced form, “ribitol”, forms part of its
structure) and “flavin”, the ring-moiety which imparts the yellow colour to the oxidized molecule (from Latin
“flavus” yellow).
Riboflavin functions as a coenzyme in various chemical reactions.
Like thiamine, it is involved in the conversion of nutrients into
energy. It is also required in the conversion of vitamin B6 to its
active form, and in the conversion of tryptophan to niacin (vitamin
B3).
Good sources of riboflavin include yeast extract, eggs, leafy
vegetables, broccoli, milk, legumes, mushrooms, and meat.
Additionally, riboflavin is often added to processed breakfast cereals
and is used as a yellow-orange food colouring. UV light can destroy
riboflavin, so ideally all these foods should be kept out of direct sunlight.
Deficiency is virtually unknown among healthy people in Western countries, although diseases and poor
lifestyle habits may increase the risk.
High-dose riboflavin supplements are not known to have any adverse effects, but they usually only benefit those
who are deficient. However, evidence suggests they may reduce migraines or lower the risk of heart disease in
genetically susceptible people.
Riboflavin helps:
•
keep skin, eyes, and the nervous system healthy
•
the body release energy from food

Riboflavin helps convert carbohydrates into adenosine
triphosphate (ATP). The human body produces ATP from
food, and ATP produces energy as the body requires it. The
compound ATP is vital for storing energy in muscles.
Some research suggests that vitamin B2 may help prevent
cataracts and migraine headache, but further studies are needed to confirm this.
Other studies have found that in children with autism, supplements of vitamins B2, B6, and magnesium appear
to reduce the levels of abnormal organic acids in the urine.
Vitamin B2 deficiency is a significant risk when diet is poor because, as it is a water soluble vitamin, the human
body excretes the vitamin continuously, so it is not stored. A person who has a B2 deficiency normally lacks
other vitamins too. Another good reason to properly monitor your nutritional diet. That is down to you. It is
your responsibility. Your body is incredible, but will only function properly with the right fuel.
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NUTRITION:
Water Soluble Vitamins: B3
Vitamin B3 - Niacin.
Niacin, also known as “Nicotinic Acid”, is an organic compound and a form of Vitamin B3, an essential
human nutrient. It can be manufactured by plants and animals from the amino acid “Tryptophan” (we looked
at amino acids and protein in our monthly health pack issue 1).
Niacin is obtained in the diet from a variety of whole and
processed foods, with highest contents in fortified packaged
foods, meat, poultry, red fish such as tuna and salmon, lesser
amounts in nuts, legumes, and seeds.

Niacin as a dietary supplement is used to treat “Pellagra”, a
disease caused by niacin deficiency. Signs and symptoms of
pellagra include skin and mouth lesions, anaemia, headaches, and
tiredness. Many countries mandate its addition to wheat flour or
other food grains, thereby reducing the risk of pellagra.
Niacin naturally found in food is susceptible to destruction from high heat cooking, especially in the presence
of acidic foods and sauces. It is soluble in water, and so may also be lost from foods boiled in water.
Niacin has been used since the 1950s to treat high cholesterol. In fact, it can lower levels of “bad” LDL
cholesterol by 5–20%. However, niacin is not the primary treatment for high cholesterol due to its possible
side effects. Rather, it’s primarily used as a cholesterol-lowering treatment for people who can’t tolerate
statins.
In addition to lowering “bad” LDL cholesterol, niacin also raises “good” HDL cholesterol. Studies show that
niacin raises HDL levels by 15–35%.
Niacin can also lower “triglycerides” by 20-50%. Triglycerides are the main constituents of body fat in humans
and other vertebrates, as well as vegetable fat, and a body fat found in human blood. It does this by stopping
the action of an enzyme that’s involved in triglyceride synthesis. Consequently, this lowers the production of
both LDL and very low-density lipoprotein (VLDL). Therapeutic doses are needed to achieve these effects on
cholesterol and triglyceride levels.
Supplemental niacin can cause several side effects, especially in large doses. The most common of these is
niacin flush, which can occur even at lower doses.
Many people take supplements,
especially multivitamins.
It is a good idea, before you take any
supplements, to go and chat to your
doctor, as some tablets may interfere with
medicines you may be taking.
It is better to be safe, and that includes any
kind of pill, including herbal.
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Nutrition: HMHB look at different Foods

Today: Oils/Spreads:

from weekly health pack 34

On this page, we will take a brief look at some worldwide foods.
Why we use them, what they do for us, etc.
The Government’s “Eatwell Guide” advises that we should choose small amounts of unsaturated oils (plant,
vegetable oils, like rapeseed, olive, and nut oils, and spreads made from them). It is essential that we include
some fats in our diets.
•

•

•

•

A small amount of dietary fat is an essential part of the diet.
It provides us with essential fatty acids (those the body cannot
make itself) and helps us to absorb the fat soluble vitamins A,
D, E and K.
Most of us need to cut down on saturated fat, as it can raise
our blood cholesterol levels and increases risk of heart disease
and stroke.
Swapping saturated fats with unsaturated fats has been found
to lower the levels of cholesterol in the blood and lower the
risk of heart disease and stroke.
All fat is high in energy (calories) and therefore should be limited in the diet, to avoid consuming more
calories than you need.

Did you know

Oils are sensitive to heat, light, and oxygen, so store them in a cupboard.

High temperatures can impact oil’s structure and flavour, so do not regularly reuse.

Virgin oils are produced by physical and mechanical means only.

A health claim has been approved for polyphenols in virgin olive oils, as these can protect against some
oxidative damage.

All types of fat have 9kcal/g so should be used sparingly.

Most of the “vegetable” oil in supermarkets is rapeseed oil.
Oils for Cooking
Oils with higher smoke points (e.g. sunflower, standard rapeseed or olive, or peanut oils) are better for
roasting and frying.

Oils for Dressing
Oils with lower smoke points (e.g. virgin oils, walnut, and hemp seed oils) are better kept for salad dressings
and drizzling.
Limit Saturated Fats
Oils and fats with a greater proportion of “saturated fats”, such as coconut oil, goose fat, ghee and butter, can
be used for flavour, but in limited amounts and only occasionally.
Palm Oil is used commercially for functionality but is also high in saturated fat.
Your choice of oil can have an impact on your health.
Choose wisely. It’s your body!!!
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HMHB’s Name Game Page - trickier than you think.
All the cities below are in the top 50 most populated in the
world. Can you name the City and Country from the photo?
Answers at bottom of quiz page answers (page 35)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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NUTRITION: Lazza’s Kitchen
Fruit Pie
From April 2020 to March 2021, Lazza produced a recipe each week he had never made
from scratch before. Here he picks one of his favourite dessert dishes.
One 1450 recipe for “grete pyes” contained what Charles Perry called "odds and ends",
including: "...beef, beef suet, capons, hens, both mallard and teal ducks, rabbits,
woodcocks and large birds such as herons and storks, plus beef marrow,
hard-cooked egg yolks, dates, raisins and prunes
This one is a very simple recipe - I chose not to
make the pastry.
Packs of Shortcrust pastry for size of dish
Lots of fruit (I chose blueberries)
Caster Sugar - around 3oz
Splash of Cinnamon
Splash of milk
That’s all there is. Sometimes, less is more!!!
As I did not make the pastry, I just rolled out it out, and stretched it into the dish (which was larger than I
realised.
I then added half the blueberries and covered over with nearly half the sugar.
I then added the other half of the fruit, and covered that with nearly all
remaining sugar.
I sprinkled over a small amount of cinnamon.
Then I rolled out the remaining pastry to cover (here is where cooking gets
interesting, as I discovered that I did not have enough, so stretched what I had
over the top!! (should be fun - it’s in the oven as I am typing. It could be a
disaster.)
Brushed milk onto the top of the pastry, and sprinkled over the remaining
sugar.
Cooked in oven at 200C for 30-40 minutes (I will keep checking - I took out after 42 mins)
I made this recipe for our Weekly Pack 18.
I had never attempted a pie before.
I managed to run out of pastry on the top,
but it did not matter.
Really smelt great in the oven, and was nice
both hot and cold, with cream or custard. I
did use a lot of fruit, which is best. :-)

During the pandemic and lockdowns, Lazza decided to try a new hobby - cooking.
Why not try out some new recipes and foods yourself?
This was a great and very tasty pudding to prepare.
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EXERCISE/FITNESS
Let’s talk about “leg” exercises.
Healthy Minds, Healthy Bods was conceived to actively support and encourage an active lifestyle, with exercise.
It is vitally important, at this time of sedentary lifestyles, that people practice movement and flexibility
exercises, where they push themselves outside their comfort zone.
It can significantly improve your health; both short-term and long-term.
Healthy Minds, Healthy Bods are part of two health walks in Islington, one of these since November 2016 in
partnership with Highbury Grange Medical Practice, and we were also running three FREE fitness sessions in
partnership with Better Gyms in Islington and Camden prior to the 2020 lockdown.
We have restarted our Highbury Gym sessions on Tuesdays, thanks to Mark and his team at Better, and look
forward to restarting the others as soon as we possible can. We do have two FREE outdoor sessions.
However, we guide our users to do some of their own sessions, either on their own or in a group.
Be active, be safe, and go for it.
Legs are the pillars for a healthy body and training them should
be a top priority for overall physique and health.
Some of the benefits of exercising the legs are:
•

The glutes are the densest piece of muscle in the human
body, followed by the quadriceps and hamstrings. The
muscles on the lower half of the leg are called calves. The
two most common fitness goals in the world are to get
stronger and to lose weight. When working out, focus on
your legs. You can place more load on your legs because
they have bigger muscles. More loads equal to more
strength and more calories being used. This spikes up
your metabolism, which causes intense fat burning.

•

Performing functional exercises, such as lunges and
squats, promotes stability in the knee. This is your best
bet to prevent an anterior cruciate ligament (ACL, which
a type of knee ligament) tear. Also, balance is essential
for maintaining control of your body.

•

Giving your legs attention will pay off every day. Picking
up boxes, carrying groceries, or moving furniture will be
easier when your lower body is used to squatting down
and hinging at the hips. Even if your arms are strong, you
will be more efficient when lifting heavy objects if you
squat down and engage those glutes instead of straining
your back.

•

Studies have shown that working your legs increase your
caloric burn, as well as forces your glands to produce the
muscle developing hormones called the growth hormone
(GH) and testosterone.

GLUTES

QUADRICEPS

HAMSTRINGS
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EXERCISE/FITNESS:
Let’s talk about “core” exercises

Working your core, and keeping it strong, is vital for your overall health. It affects so many things in your life,
so do all you can to find ways to exercise it.

Think of your core muscles as the sturdy central link in a chain
connecting your upper and lower body. Whether you're hitting
a tennis ball, dancing, or mopping the floor, the necessary
motions either originate in your core, or move through it.
No matter where motion starts, it ripples upward and
downward to adjoining links of the chain. Thus, weak or
inflexible core muscles can impair how well your arms and legs
function. And that saps power from many of the moves you
make. Properly building up your core cranks up the power. A
strong core also enhances balance and stability. Thus, it can
help prevent falls and injuries during sports or other activities.
In fact, a strong, flexible core underpins almost everything you
do.

ABDOMINALS

Bending to put on shoes or scoop up a package, turning to look
behind you, sitting in a chair, or simply standing still, all these
are just a few of the many mundane actions that rely on your
core and that you might not notice until they become difficult
or painful. Even basic activities of daily living, washing or
dressing, for example, call on your core.
Low back pain, a debilitating, sometimes excruciating problem,
may be prevented by exercises that promote well-balanced,
resilient core muscles. When back pain strikes, a regimen of
core exercises is often prescribed to relieve it, coupled with
medications, physical therapy, or other treatments if necessary.

OBLIQUES

Your core stabilizes your body, allowing you to move in any
direction, even on the bumpiest terrain, or stand in one spot
without losing your balance. Viewed this way, core exercises
can lessen your risk of falling.
Weak core muscles contribute to slouching. Good posture
trims your silhouette and projects confidence.
More importantly, it lessens wear and tear on the spine and
allows you to breathe deeply. Good posture helps you gain full
benefits from the effort you put into exercising, too.

LOWER BACK
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EXERCISE/FITNESS:
Basic Exercises: The Burpee
The exercise was named in the 1930s for US physiologist Royal H. Burpee, who developed the
“Burpee Test”. He earned a PhD in applied physiology from Teachers College, Columbia
University in 1940 and created the "burpee" exercise as part of his PhD thesis as a quick and
simple way to assess fitness.
The exercise was popularised when the United States Armed Services made it a way to assess the fitness level of
recruits when the US entered World War 2. Consisting of a series of the exercises performed in rapid
succession, the test was meant to be a quick measure of agility, coordination, and strength.
On May 17, 2014, in Greenwood, South Carolina, Cameron Dorn broke two “ordinary” burpee world
records: the most burpees performed in 12 hours with 5,657 and the most burpees completed in 24 hours
with 10,105.
On October 21, 2013, in Portland, Oregon, Lloyd Weema broke the “chest to ground” burpee world record:
the most chest-to-ground burpees performed in 72 hours with 9,480.
To do a Burpee:
As per pic opposite.
First stand up.
Them all in one fluid movement:
1. Squat
2. Jump (kick) your feet back
3. Perform a Push/Press up (optional)
4. Return to squat by jumping legs forward.
5. Stand up and jump into the air.
6. Continue on. It’s a tough one.
One website I came across said, and I quote, “most people can do 20 burpees in a minute”. Yeah right!!! That
would be miraculous for me, and for most people I know. I think if I can get 7-10 in a minute I am doing well.
They are a hard exercise, but an all body one.
Burpees are a calisthenics exercise. This means they use your body weight for resistance. With burpees, the
focus is on a full-body calisthenics workout that aims to build muscle strength and endurance in both your
lower and upper body.
A standard burpee exercise works to strengthen the muscles in your legs, hips, bum, abdomen, arms, chest,
and shoulders.
In addition to burning fat, including burpees in your workout
routine can help you reap many other cardio benefits, such as:
•
Stronger heart and lungs
•
Improved blood flow
•
Lower risk of heart disease and diabetes
•
Lower blood pressure
•
Improved cholesterol levels
•
Improved brain function
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EXERCISE/FITNESS:
Basic Exercises: The Bicycle Crunch
The bicycle crunch is an effective abdominal exercise, reaching not only the usual abs but also the deep abs and
the obliques.
If you want to work your core, the bicycle crunch is a great choice. It's a no-equipment, beginner's level
exercise you can do anywhere. Use it as part of your core strengthening workout or add it to a full body
workout.
The bicycle crunch is excellent for activating the rectus abdominis, your upper abdominal muscle, and is also
terrific for working your obliques, your side abdominal muscles. Because you are raising your legs, you also
engage the transverse abdominis, which is the deep ab muscle that is hard to target. Besides working your abs,
you will also be toning your thighs as both your hamstrings and quadriceps will be involved with bicycling.
Lie flat on the floor with your lower back pressed to the ground and
knees bent. Your feet should be on the floor and your hands next to
your head - never behind your neck!!!
Alternating with each leg, go through a bicycle pedal motion,
bringing one knee up towards your armpit while straightening the
other leg, keeping both elevated higher than your hips.
Rotate your torso so you can touch your elbow to the opposite knee
as it comes up, see pic opposite.
You are trying to get that twist in. If you cannot touch the knee to
elbow don’t worry. Keep going for around 30 second, to build up
to a minute.

No, it’s not me!!!! :-)

Be aware:
•
Your torso should be doing all of the rotation. Your hips should not be rotating, you should be driving
your legs straight forward and backward. Keep your lower back pressed into the floor during the
manoeuvre. Form is very important.
•
Never pull your head forward, make your torso do the work of rotation. Keep your hands away from
your neck. If necessary fold them over your chest. If you find yourself straining with your head and neck
to get your elbow to contact your knee, instead just rotate as far as you can with your torso.
If you have any back or neck problems, talk to your doctor or physical therapist about whether crunches are
appropriate for you. If not done with proper form, they can compress the spine and stress the neck. Avoid
crunches after the first trimester of pregnancy, as soon as the belly expands. If you have any back problems, be
aware of how your lower back is feeling and stop the exercise if you find yourself straining it.
As you can see from the illustration, you are not just working
your central abdominals.
You are also strengthening your hamstrings and quadriceps in
your legs, and your gluteal muscles (your bum).
Just take it easy. The best way is to build them into a session.
Maybe do 30 seconds, and do that twice. You can then increase
your time and repetitions the more you do.
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EXERCISE/FITNESS:
Basic Exercises: The Bridge (Glute Bridge)
The glute bridge exercise is a versatile, challenging, and effective exercise. It’s an excellent addition to any
workout routine, regardless of your age or fitness level. This workout move targets the back of your legs, or
“posterior chain”. The prime movers in your posterior chain include your hamstrings and glutes.
These powerful muscles span your backside and are responsible for producing the majority of the power that
your lower body generates. Because they are so powerful, they require a lot of energy to operate. In other
words, you burn a hefty dose of calories when you include them in aerobic exercises such as running and
biking. This may appeal to those that aspire to achieve fitness goals like gaining strength, losing weight, or
trimming up.

Strengthening your posterior chain plays a role in increasing your lower back strength and core stability. When
performing correctly with good form, the glute bridge can help improve the vitality of muscles surrounding
your spinal column, which improves your posture.
This move requires no equipment and very little space. All you need is a space to lie down. It’s also a lowimpact move, making it ideal for those with knee or hip discomfort.
Start flat on your back with your legs bent at a 90-degree angle and
feet placed flat on the ground.
Drive down through your feet and slowly raise your hips up.
Make sure you keep your knees over your toes throughout the
entire movement. Don’t let them move forward over the toes.
Hold for five seconds.
In a controlled motion, let your hips gradually sink back down
toward the ground. This completes 1 repetition.
Perform 3 sets of 15 repetitions, or be adventurous and complete
3 rounds of a 30-second hold
If you’re new to the glute bridge, here are some additional pointers:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Begin the movement flat on your back with your legs bent at a 90-degree angle and feet flat on the
ground.
Keep your core stabilized and engaged, clenching your abdominal muscles.
Drive your weight down through your feet in order to elevate your hips.
At the top of the movement, your shoulders, hips, and knees should be in a straight line.
You can either hold this top position for a given period of time,
or you can perform back-to-back repetitions of elevating your
hips.
Be sure to keep your back and core tight throughout the entire
movement.
Focus on squeezing your buttocks and keeping your knees and
toes in the same line.
If you feel your form suffering, take a break and recuperate so
that you can regain your strength and perform it correctly.
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HEALTH / ROUTINE
Making sense of your Senses
How many do we actually have?
Aristotle (384-322 BC) is credited with first numbering the senses in his work “De Anima”. Even if someone
had numbered them prior to that, it's certain that the Big Five have been known for thousands of years, are
known to all of us, and are what most of us mean when we talk of The Senses. It is certainly what I was taught
at school.






Sight or vision
Hearing or audition
Smell or olfaction
Taste or gustation
Touch or tactition

However, neurologists would count, and agree on, at least nine senses. A broadly acceptable definition of a
sense for neurologists would be “a group of sensory cells that responds to a specific physical phenomenon, and
that corresponds to a particular region of the brain where the signals are received and interpreted”.
Some things that we mere mortals might refer to as “senses”, such as the sense of direction for instance, are
defined by neurologists as post-sensory cognitive activities and don’t count in this definition.
Because there is some overlap between different senses, different methods of neurological classification can
yield as many as 21 senses. And this number does not include some physiological experiences such as, for
instance, the sensation of hunger or thirst. Generally agreed senses for neuroscientists currently include:
•
•
•
•

Thermoception - the sense of heat (there is some debate that the sense of cold may be a separate sense)
Nociception - the perception of pain
Equilibrioception - the perception of balance
Proprioception - the perception of body awareness (close your eyes and touch your nose)

Not happy with up to 21? Eco-psychologist Michael J Cohen puts the number of senses at our disposal at 53.
His definition of a sense goes beyond the physiological phenomenon/nerve sensor definition.
He breaks the senses down into four categories:
•
•
•
•

The radiation senses: sense of colour, sense of moods associated with colour, sense of temperature.
The feeling senses: sensitivity to gravity, air and wind pressure, and motion.
The chemical senses: hormonal sense, such as pheromones, hunger for food, water, or air.
The mental senses: pain, external and internal, mental or spiritual distress, sense of self, including
friendship, companionship and power, psychic capacity.

Cohen’s point is that we are all sensory creatures and that our human senses are a large part of who we are.
Our senses are given to us not to be indulged, to be playthings or for decoration, but are mechanisms originally
designed to help us survive and thrive in the natural world.
Because life in the “developed” world is now so confined (it is said that people spend an average of 95% of their
lives indoors) our senses sometimes have little to do and consequently become either atrophied or oversensitive, which in turn leads to many of the common ailments of today’s existence, such as stress, anxiety, and
depression. So we need to look after our bodies better.
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HEALTH / ROUTINE
Your sense of Sight
Of all the senses, the most complex is probably “sight”, or vision. Your eye’s “pupil”, the dot in the centre of
your eye that is almost always black in colour, allows light in. The “Iris”, the pretty coloured part of your
eye, contains smooth muscle that controls the pupil size, and therefore the amount of light that enters your
eye. Your pupils get bigger or smaller, depending on the amount of light around you. In low light, your
pupils open up, or dilate, to let in more light. When it's bright, they get smaller, or constrict, to let in less
light.
The “Cornea” lies in front of the iris and pupil and merges with
the “Sclera”, which is the outer wall of the eye. Both of these
are covered by the “conjunctiva, which is a mucus like
membrane.
The “Lens” is behind the iris and pupil. Both the cornea and the
lens both help to bend light rays to aid on focusing.
Inside the eye, it is filled up with a clear, gelatinous (same
consistency of jelly) material, called the “Vitreous Humor”, and
it gives the eyeball its rounded shape, and allows light to pass through it to the back of the eyeball.
The “Retina” is the innermost layer of the eyeball. It contains two types of photoreceptors.
•
Rods: these detect dim light and are sensitive to motion.
•
Cones: these detect colour and fine details. There are three types of cones: one each for detecting
red, blue, and green. If you have a missing or damaged cone that can result in colour blindness.
The “Macula” is the region of the retina with a high concentration of cones, providing the sharpest vision.
When light strikes the rods and cones, nerve impulses are generated and sent to cells that form the “Optic
Nerve”. This nerve joins your eyeball directly to your brain and send impulses to the brain for interpretation
in the “Occipital Lobe”. And now you can picture your surroundings.
We all take our vision for granted. The photo opposite is an actual
photograph of my own right eye on the 14th August 2017. At the top you
can see a discolouration. That is a detached retina, macula off, with 14
tears. Half my vision had gone. On the 16th I had an operation at
Moorfields to correct it. Truly astonishing. Incredibly, fifteen months
later I had the exact same thing (with 14 tears again) in my left eye.
Overall in the last four years I have had six operations (three on each eye as it can cause cataracts too) - but my vision is terrific again.

According to the “Royal National Institute for the Blind” we can all do things to help look after our eyes and
our eyesight. Have regular eye examinations, even if you have no concerns, as they can often pick up the first
signs of an eye condition before you notice any changes in your vision. Stop smoking, and try and keep a
healthy weight by eating healthy. Try and cover your eyes in the sun, as UVA and UVB rays in sunlight can
harm your eyes. Wearing sunglasses, glasses, or contact lenses with built in UV filter will protect your eyes.
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HEALTH / ROUTINE
Your sense of Taste
With most of the senses, it is clear why we
need them. But why exactly do we need to
have the sense of taste?
Well, your sense of taste, “Gustation”, helps
you decide whether something is good to eat,
or harmful. Should you spit out your food, or
swallow it?
This is actually quite an important decision.
The tongue, the sense organ for taste, has
“chemoreceptors” to detect certain aspects of
the chemistry of food, certain minerals, and
some toxins, especially poisons made by
plants to deter animals.
Your tongue has about 10,000 taste buds, and each of them has between 50 to 150 chemoreceptor cells.
Taste receptor cells, also called “gustatory cells”, generate nerve impulses that are transmitted through the
sensory nerve fiber to the gustatory areas of the brain via the seventh, ninth, and tenth cranial nerves. (it’s
getting a little technical, but bear with me). The brain then interprets the impulse and causes the release of
the digestive enzymes needed to break down the food.
So the sense of taste is tied not only to the “endocrine system” (a complex network of glands and organs that
uses hormones to control and coordinate your body’s metabolism, energy level, reproduction, growth and
development, and response to injury, stress, and mood) but also to your digestive system.
Taste buds have receptors for several taste sensations, as per pic above: They are “sweet”, “sour”, “salty”,
“bitter”, and “umami” (this is savouriness - the flavour associated with meat, mushrooms, and many other
protein rich foods).
Salty and sour detection is necessary to control salt and acid balance.
Bitter detection warns of foods that may contain poisons, as many of
the poisonous compounds that plants produce for defence are bitter.
Sweet detection provides a guide to calorie-rich foods, and umami
detection for protein-rich foods.
Each receptor cell in your taste buds responds best to one of the five
basic tastes. A receptor can respond to other tastes, but it responds
strongest to a particular taste. The taste buds detect on the rather
unsubtle aspects of flavour, as your nose detects the more complex
and subtler flavours.

“Eating healthy food fills your body with energy and nutrients.
Imagine your cells smiling back at you and saying: “Thank you!”.”
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HEALTH / ROUTINE
Your sense of Hearing
Unlike taste, it is quite obvious why we
have the sense of hearing.
I go the cinema a lot with an amazing
friend of mine who just happens to be
deaf. So, yes, nearly all the films I see at
the cinema are subtitled. But when you
watch a film, how much of the
atmosphere is built up by the music, and
by sounds off camera? Imagine not having
that. Why not turn on subtitles on a film
at home, and then turn the sound off. It
is a totally different experience.
The ear is an incredible piece of
machinery in its own right. It changes
sound waves into nerve impulses and
sends them to the brain.
For nature to develop this is miraculous and extraordinary.
Sound moves through air in waves of pressure. Your outer ear acts as
a funnel to channel sound waves to the eardrum (“Tympanic
Membrane”), causing it to vibrate. Your outer ear isn’t actually
necessary for hearing, but it helps.
The ear bones, called “Ossicles”, receive and amplify the vibration,
and transmit it to the inner ear. The vibrations create tiny ripples in
the inner ear’s fluid. The hollow channels of the inner ear’s
“Cochlea” are filled with liquid, and it is lined with sensory
“epithelium” (one of the four basic types of animal tissue, along with
connective tissue, muscle tissue, and nervous tissue, and is a thin,
continuous, protective layer of cells). This is studded with “hair cells”
that release a neurotransmitter when stimulated.
Don’t you just love it when we get scientific??
The nerve impulses travel from the left and right ears through the eighth cranial nerve to both sides of the
brain stem and up to the temporal lobe, which is the portion of the cerebral cortex dedicated to sound.
Your inner ears also transmit information to your brain regarding what position your head is in: that is,
whether you are horizontal or vertical, spinning around or still, moving forward or backward. Therefore,
your ears are the key organ for your balance. The process of transmitting information to your brain about
your body position is basically the same as that of hearing. When you are moving, the inner ear’s fluid moves
and causes hair cells in the “semi-circular canals” to bend, sending impulses to the brain. Your brain then
processes the information about where you are spatially and initiates movements to help keep your balance.
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LET’S PLAY A GAME
In our early weekly health packs we introduced this word game, designed to keep
you busy and great to play with friends.
We want you to name 10 of all the following. Use a separate bit of paper.
All your answers have to start with the letter: C
(please note, there may not be 10. Don’t use the internet to come up with answers.
Come back to this all week; it should keep you occupied for a while - no looking things up!!!)

Name 10:
Countries
“Solving a problem for which you
Cities
know there’s an answer is like
Animals
climbing a mountain with a guide,
along a trail someone else has laid.
Birds
In mathematics, the truth is
Insects
somewhere out there in a place no
Sports
one knows, beyond all the beaten
Actors (surnames)
paths. And it’s not always at the top
Actress (surnames)
of the mountain. It might be in a
crack on the smoothest cliff or
Singers (surnames)
somewhere deep in the valley.”
Authors (surnames)
Jobs
Hobbies
Film Titles
“Fun from games arises out of mastery.
Book Titles
It arises out of comprehension.
Song Titles
It is the act of solving puzzles that makes games fun.
In other words, with games, learning is the drug.”
Vegetables
Flowers
Fruits
Trees
Things you find in the Kitchen
Things you find in the Bathroom
Things you find in the Bedroom
Things you find in the Garden
Items of Clothing
Means of Transport
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NUTRITION: Lazza’s Kitchen
Ratatouille
Another New Recipe from Lazza’s Kitchen.
Today he makes his first ever Ratatouille from scratch
The word “Ratatouille” derives from the the French word “ratatolha” and is related to the
French “ratouiller” and “tatouiller”, expressive forms of the verb “touiller”, meaning
"to stir up". From the late 18th century, in French, it merely indicated a coarse stew.
The modern ratatouille does not appear in print until 1930.
2 Red Onions
4 Cloves of Garlic
2 Aubergines (Eggplants)
1 Courgette
3 Peppers
4 Large Vine Tomatoes
1 x Can 400g Chopped Tomatoes
Basil / Thyme: Lemon
1 Tablespoon Balsamic Vinegar
(I didn’t use everything in photo)
I did not use an oven recipe - rather, one on the hob.
Prep your ingredients before you start: peel and cut the onions into wedges, then peel and finely slice the
garlic. Trim the aubergines and courgettes, deseed the peppers and chop into 2.5cm chunks. Roughly chop the
tomatoes.
Heat the oil in a pan and add the chopped aubergines, courgettes, and peppers (you may need to do this in
batches) and fry for around 5 minutes, or until golden and softened, but not cooked through.
To another pan, add the onion and garlic. Fry for 10 to 15 minutes, or until softened and golden.
Pour the onion and garlic into the cooking veg to the pan and stir in the fresh and tinned tomatoes, the
balsamic and a good pinch of sea salt and black pepper.
Mix well. Cover the pan and simmer over a low heat for 30 to 35 minutes, or until reduced, sticky and sweet.
Put in some chopped basil, zest of a lemon, adjust seasoning.
Serve with rice, bread, or on own.
I had never even bought an aubergine or
courgette before this meal. Lol.
I had also never had ratatouille before, so
nothing to compare it with.
But it tasted delicious, was healthy, and I fully
recommend trying this recipe.
During the pandemic and lockdowns, Lazza decided to try a new hobby - cooking.
Why not try out some new recipes and foods yourself?
This was a great and very tasty meal to prepare.
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Why not try an exercise class!!!
Here is an amazing opportunity to join in
a great Zumba class, or two, with a
qualified teacher.
HMHB is outdoors on Highbury Fields on
Sunday 11am. Join us!
Karina is based in
Islington, but her
online classes are
fabulous.

Please contact her.
They are fun, but also great for your
overall health. Treat yourself!!

ACTIVE WITHIN
If anyone would like to join in their free
classes (see timetable), you will need to
register on their website and then get in
touch with them via phone, email or
through social media channels. They
will then send you the class links.
They are fabulous. Please have a go!!
www.activewithin.com

HMHB Izzwalkz is part of the “Walk With A Doc” network.
Walk with a Doc was started in 2005 by Dr. David Sabgir, a cardiologist
in Columbus, Ohio. Frustrated with his inability to affect behaviour
change in the clinical setting, Dr. Sabgir invited his patients to go for a
walk with him. They now have walks all over the USA, as well as all over
the world - and our Izzwalkz is one of them.
Check out their website for more information.
“With an aim to make hope and health accessible to all, our doctor-led
walking groups are a safe, fun, and FREE place to get some steps, learn
about health, and meet new friends”
HMHB are proud to be part of their network.
Let’s walk!!!!
www.walkwithadoc.org

HEALTHY
GENERATIONS
PILATES
The amazing Emma Ahlstrom
is providing some terrific
online Pilates classes.
Monday 10-11am:
Intermediate Pilates
Tuesday 10-11am:
Intermediate Pilates
Tuesday 2-3pm:
Beginners Pilates
Thursday 10-11am:
Gentle Pilates
Saturday 9.30-10.30am:
Beginners Pilates
hello@emmaahlstrom.com
www.emmaahlstrom.com
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Review of Challenges and Targets
Mind-set:
One of the ways of gaining success and challenging yourself, is being able to
learn to adapt to situations, and change your current routines. We all have to
develop those skills.
You are on a constant journey in life, and each year will bring new projects,
new direction, new friends, new experiences.
Some of these will not be happy, that is inevitable. But you must continue
onwards, as life is too short to allow those times to affect your overall
happiness.
Nutrition.
This month we started looking at Micronutrients, and in
particular some water soluble “vitamins”. These are still essential
for our metabolism and to allow our bodies to function properly.
The links between your nutrition and diet to your physical and
mental health are huge. We implore you to do your own
research, as you will be stunned at how much damage certain
groups of food can do if you consume them constantly over a
period of time. It’s your body, and your choice. Eat healthy!!!
Exercise
Exercise is a fundamental part of living. Our bodies crave
activity, and it is your responsibility to provide it.
Recent lockdowns have encouraged us to be less active,
staying in, watching telly, sitting down, and we must now
start to reverse this routine. Walking is a great start!!!
Our first 2 months we covered six basic exercises to start
This month we added a further three more (burpee, bicycle
crunch, and bridge).
Getting fitter and stronger should be an ongoing target for
all of us. Think about what you need to do.
Health.
Yes, it is now recognised that we have a lot of senses, but the big
five are touch, hearing, sight, smell, and taste.
In this issue, we decided to look at three of them, seeing how they
work, and therefore why it is so important we keep looking after
our overall health.
An eye, an ear, and our tongues: all of these are complex organs
that are truly astonishing as they help us navigate our world.
The only person who can give your body the nutrients and help it
requires is you. So make good choices!!!
Start thinking about setting weekly goals yourself on these topics.
A small difference every week will grow into significant change over time.
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Quiz Answers from Page 7 + Film Titles from Page 20
See if you can beat your family and friends
Film
Who played the following characters, and name
the first film they were in.
1. Johnny Depp: Pirates of the Caribbean
2. Anthony Perkins: Psycho
3. Judy Garland: The Wizard Of Oz
4. Sam Worthington: Avatar
5. Leonardo Di Caprio: Titanic
6. Stockard Channing: Grease
7. Bruce Willis: Die Hard
8. Tom Cruise: Mission Impossible
9. Julie Andrews: The Sound of Music
10. James Earl Jones: The Lion King
11. Carrie Fisher: Star Wars
12. Sigourney Weaver: Alien
Television
Who played the following UK character, and
name the first show they were in.
1. Nicolas Lyndhurst: Only Fools & Horses
2. Clive Dunn: Dad’s Army
3. Frank Thornton: Are You Being Served
4. Caroline Aherne: The Royle Family
5. Steve McFadden: Eastenders
6. Martin Freeman: The Office
7. Karen Gillan: Doctor Who
8. Emma Chambers: The Vicar of Dibley
9. Joanna Lumley: Absolutely Fabulous
10. Tony Robinson: Blackadder
11. Paul Eddington: Yes Minister
12. Penelope Keith: The Good Life
13. Ronnie Barker: Porridge

Music: These are the best selling UK singles of all time, as
June 2018. Name the singer and the year it was released. :-)
1. 1997: Elton John
2. 1984: Band Aid
3. 1975: Queen
4. 1977: Wings
5. 1978: John Travolta / Olivia Newton John
6. 1984: Frankie Goes To Hollywood
7. 1978: Boney M
8. 2013: Pharrell Williams
9. 1963: The Beatles
10. 1994: Wet Wet Wet
11. 1978: Boney M
12. 1984: Wham!
13. 1984: Stevie Wonder
14. 1995: Robson & Jerome (not Righteous Brothers)
15. 1991: Bryan Adams
16. 1997: Aqua
17. 1998: Cher
Geography
7 Continents:
Africa, Antarctica, Asia, Europe, North America,
Oceania, South America.
5 Oceans
Arctic, Atlantic, Indian
Pacific, Southern

List of Cities and Countries - from Page 20
(it’s meant to be tricky - how well did you do?)
1 Tokyo, Japan
3 New York City, USA
5 Moscow, Russia
7 Beijing, China
9 Los Angeles, USA
11 Istanbul, Turkey
13 Jakarta, Indonesia
15 Shanghai, China

2 Cairo, Egypt
4 Rio De Janeiro, Brazil
6 London, UK
8 Paris, France
10 Bangkok, Kingdom of Thailand
12 Sao Paulo, Brazil
14 Chicago, USA

Sport
The 20 Prem League teams:
Arsenal, Aston Villa, Brentford,
Brighton, Burnley, Chelsea,
Crystal Palace, Everton, Leeds Utd,
Leicester City, Liverpool,
Manchester City, Manchester Utd,
Newcastle Utd, Norwich City,
Southampton, Tottenham,
Watford, West Ham Utd
Wolverhampton Wanderers
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THE LAST PAGE
We hope you have enjoyed this pack. HMHB is trying to keep people active, motivated and
guiding people to a healthier regime.
We would love to incorporate some items from you in next week’s pack. That could be a recipe, or letting
us know what you are doing. Maybe even a word or two you would like us to pass on to everyone so we
know you are safe and well.
You can contact HMHB:
HMHB would prefer you email us: hmhb2016@outlook.com
Please follow and like us on Facebook if you are on it:

www.facebook.co.uk/healthymindshealthybods
Please follow us on Twitter if you use it: @hmhb2016
Please follow PT Dean on Twitter if you use it: @zombie_pt
Please follow us on Instagram: healthymindshealthybods2016
Please follow and like our blogs:
www.hmhb2016.blogspot.com ; this about HMHB as a whole
www.healthymindshealthybods.blogspot.com our health blog

Our website is: www.hmhb2016.org.uk you can contact us through the site
We are updating it with new pages at the moment, and plenty of pictures on our gallery page

All copies of our Mental Health Packs can be downloaded from our website.
We thank the wonderful Cripplegate, Islington Giving Covid 19 Fund who helped to
sponsor early weekly packs. With their help, we established the Packs.
We also thank the National Lottery Communities Fund for extra funding, that enabled
us to continue these packs, reach further and do more.
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